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Abstract: 

The electrical contact resistance between the Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL) and the BiPolar Plate 

(BPP) used in Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel cells (PEMFCs) is responsible for a 

substantial amount of Ohmic losses in the electrical power generator. This contact resistance 

was measured for a variety of carbon paper GDLs under cyclic mechanical compression 

between 0 and 8 MPa according to the Transmission Line Method (TLM). Contact resistance 

and strain hysteresis were noticed as a result of cyclic compression. The effect of GDL structure 

and composition on the electrical contact resistance and its cyclic behaviour has been evaluated. 

The contact resistance was found to decrease non-linearly with compression; more than 75% 

of reduction was attained at 2.5 MPa. The electrical contact resistance’s difference between the 

different cycles of compression decreased with compression loads. Graphitised straight fibre 

Toray GDLs demonstrated the smallest contact resistance followed by the MicroPorous Layer 

(MPL) and the felt fibre substrate. The SGL straight fibre substrates exhibited the highest 

contact resistance. The felt fibre structure exhibited the smallest difference rates between the 

cycles of compression. 

 

Keywords: 

Fuel cell, Gas Diffusion Layer, Bipolar plate, Electrical contact resistance, Cyclic compression. 

Highlights: 

• GDL - BPP electrical contact resistance is measured under cyclic compression. 

• A non-linear decrease of the contact resistance is observed with compression. 

• Contact resistance difference between cycles decreases with higher compression loads. 

• Graphitised carbon paper GDLs exhibit the smallest contact resistance. 

• The felt structure GDL is the least sensitive to cyclic compression. 
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Abbreviations: 

2D/3D: Two dimensions / Three Dimensions. 

BPP: BiPolar Plate. 

CL: Catalyst Layer. 

CCM: Catalyst Coated Membrane. 

DMA: Dynamic Mechanical Analysis machine. 

GDL: Gas Diffusion Layer. 

FEP: Tetrafluoroethylene-hexafluoropropylene. 

FC: Fuel Cell. 

MEA: Membrane Electrode Assembly. 

MPL: MicroPorous Layer. 

PEMFC: Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell (also called Proton Exchange Membrane 

Fuel Cell). 

PTFE: Polytetrafluorethylene. 

PTL: Porous Transport Layer. 

SGL: Commercial Sigracet carbon Paper GDL series. 

TGP: Commercial Toray carbon Paper GDL series. 

TLM: Transfer Length Method also called Transmission Line Measurement. 

 

Nomenclature:  

Rc: Electrical contact resistance (Ohm). 

ρc: Specific electrical contact resistance (mOhm.cm2). 

W:  Width of GDLs (mm). 

L: Width of metallic indenters (mm). 

d: Distance between metallic indenters (mm).  

Rt: Total electrical resistance of the two metallic contacts and the GDL (Ohm).  

Rs: Sheet resistance (Ohm /  or Ohms per square).  

Aeff: Specific contact area (mm²).  

Cρc: Contact resistance absolute difference between cycles (mOhm.cm2).  

RCρc: Contact resistance relative difference between cycles (%).  

i: cycle number. 

σ: Compression pressure (MPa) 
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1. Introduction 

Although known for their high efficiency, quick start at room temperature [1], and the variety 

of possible applications [2] (stationary systems, mobile devices, transportation [3] and space 

applications [4]), the Low-Temperature Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel cells - PEMFC 

are subject to several voltage losses reducing their power production. Activation, Ohmic and 

mass transport losses are respectively predominant at low, medium and high current densities 

limiting the Fuel Cell - FC voltage production. Despite the continuous growth of these clean 

electrical generators [5] in the energy market, a larger deployment requires enhancing their 

reliability [6], lifespan [7–9] and reducing their costs [1]. Improving electrical power production 

by reducing FC voltage losses is also required. A good understanding of the influence of 

mechanical compression during both the stack assembly stage and the FC operation itself is 

necessary to reach this aim. Mechanical compression is known to reduce Ohmic losses as it 

decreases the resistance of the Gas Diffusion Layer - GDL and increases mass transport losses 

by reducing the porosity of the GDL. This is due to the high porosity of this layer making it the 

most sensitive element towards compression. In this paper, the effect of cyclic mechanical 

compression on the electrical contact resistance between the GDL and the BiPolar Plate - BPP 

is analysed as this resistance is responsible of a substantial amount of Ohmic losses. 

These Ohmic losses are the sum of ionic losses due to the protonic resistance of the membrane 

and the electronic losses caused by the bulk resistances of the other components of the cell (Gas 

Diffusion Layer - GDL, Bipolar Plate - BPP, Catalyst Layer – CL, Membrane) and by the 

contact resistances between them [10,11] (between the GDL and the CL, and between the GDL 

and the BPP). Contact resistances are estimated as the biggest source of electronic Ohmic losses 

[12,13]. They are estimated to be more than 50% of the total electronic losses [14,15] and the 

most significant one, between the GDL and BPP, represents 10% of the total Ohmic losses 

[14,15]. Because of the voltage losses, a single PEM fuel cell can produce 0.6 to 0.7 V, at 
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nominal current density. In order to reach the requested power, the cells are stacked (usually up 

to 100 cells) electronically in series, and in parallel in terms of flows. The stack assembly is 

realised by a mechanical clamping system, which creates stresses [16] that affect power 

production. 

Other external mechanical sources of stress in FC include vibrations (like in transportation 

system technologies) and shocks. In the other hand, FC operating conditions are responsible for 

internal stresses [12,13]. The swelling and shrinking of the membrane [17], depending on its 

water content, the difference between the thermal coefficient of the components, and to a lesser 

extent, the difference between reactant gas pressure induce mechanical constraints. These 

various internal and external loads generate an unsteady state of stress inside the FC, especially 

on the GDL - BPP interface. Besides, because of the nature of the BPP geometry and the GDL 

structure, the pressure distribution is inhomogeneous. This distribution also depends on the 

position of the cell inside the stack [18] and is further impacted by the nature of the clamping 

process. Considering the aforementioned conditions, the use of only static loads to study the 

effect of compression is insufficient. In addition, the structure of the GDL exhibits a nonlinear 

compression stress-strain curve, with a strain hysteresis along the loading-unloading cycles 

[19], which might become stable after 5 cycles of compression [20]. Only few studies are 

devoted to the impact of these cycles of compression on the physical properties of the GDL, 

such as electrical properties. More research needs to be conducted in order to understand their 

impact on the different functions of the GDL. 

This porous composite media of 100-500 µm thick [21], generally made of carbon fibres either 

woven, carbon cloth, or non-woven, in straight and felt (spaghetti shaped) carbon fibre papers, 

plays different roles which require specific physical properties. First, 1) the layer must have a 

high porosity to provide a homogenous reactant gas flow (H2 in the anode and O2 in the cathode) 

to the CL for an optimal use of the active surface. Besides, 2) it needs a high electrical and 
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thermal conductivity to conduct electrons and heat to the BPP. In addition, 3) the GDL has an 

important role in water management; it should properly evacuate the produced water to avoid 

flooding and keep the pores always open to reactant gases diffusion, without drying the 

membrane (whose ionic conductivity is directly related to water content [11]). In this aim, 

GDLs are treated with a hydrophobic agent, namely PTFE or FEP [22], and sometimes, a 

Microporous Layer – MPL [23] is added to the GDL substrate, on the CL side. This sublayer 

improves the contact with the Catalyst Coated Membrane - CCM and blocks the water inside 

it. Researchers are developing new methods to improve water management inside the GDLs by 

promoting preferable water patterns [24–26], the use of porosity graded MPLs [27], the use of 

double gas diffusion baking layers [28,29] in self-humidified PEMFCs or by applying 

hydrophobic treatment on BPP [30]. Along to these functions, GDLs 4) should resist corrosion 

as it is in contact with different substances (BPP, water, oxygen, hydrogen). Finally, one of the 

most important functions of the GDL is 5) to undergo the mechanical efforts and support the 

MEA system so that it does not change its shape and remains functional. 

As it undergoes these mechanical stresses, GDL thermal [31–33], structural [34], water 

management [35], durability [36], mechanical [20,37,38], and electrical properties [19,39–48] 

are affected, and this will influence the global cell performance. A number of papers have 

examined this effect [49] in order to find the optimal mechanical pressure, whereas other studies 

have focused on the GDL alone. M. Ahmad et al. [45] set up a numerical model that predicted 

a greater performance when the GDL was compressed at 1.67 MPa while N. Ul Hassan et al. 

[38] observed a better performance at the torque that corresponds to the most uniform pressure 

distribution at the BPP-GDL interface, which for the particular case of their cell was at a 

compression torque of 1.5 N.m. T. J. Mason et al. [47]  perceived the best performance at the 

smallest pressure of 0.5 MPa and explained that mass transport resistance was more sensitive 

to compression pressure as its increase with pressure was much more important than the Ohmic 
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resistance’s decrease. This unusual observation can possibly be due to the high humidity rate 

of 100% of reactant gases, which enhanced water accumulation. Concluding on a particular 

pressure value is however difficult because of the variation of cell configurations (type of 

gaskets / GDLs / BPPs, assembly process…etc) and the difference of compression approach 

(compression torque, GDL interfacial pressure, etc). 

Other studies have focused directly on the GDL electrical properties, namely its different 

resistivities. It was found that the electrical conductivity of the GDL increases with compression 

[41] while its porosity decreases. Besides, because of the structure of the GDL, this conductivity 

/ resistivity is anisotropic. In [50], the through-plane and in-plane conductivities of carbon paper 

GDLs were numerically estimated regarding the porosity rate. The through-plane conductivity 

was found lower than the in-plane one. Results agreed with experimentally measured 

conductivities with different porosity rates resulting from compression. M.S. Ismail et al. [51] 

also estimated the effect of GDL anisotropy by comparing isotropic / anisotropic cases. Their 

model shows that considering isotropic GDLs would over / underestimate the average current 

density (23-30%). The current density distribution was more uniform for anisotropic GDL and 

the in-plane anisotropy found in [52] had no significant impact on FC performance. O. Aydin 

et al. [43,44] measured the electrical in-plane and through-plane resistivities of paper GDLs 

under compression employing three different 4-point probe processes. They compared results 

from a gold-coated electrode method, a pin method and a micro-wire one that was deduced as 

the most accurate way to measure the through-plane resistivity. Both in and through-plane 

resistivities decreased with compression. M. Zhiani et al. [48] studied the behaviour of GDLs 

under compression in order to find the best MPL fabrication process. They noted a reduction of 

electrical in-plane resistivity and gas permeability with compression. They selected the ultra-

sonic bath as the best MPL fabrication process compared to pulse sonication, continuous 

sonication, and mechanical stirring ultra-sonic as it provided a good trade-off between a low 
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resistivity and an acceptable permeability. M. Hamour et al. [46] found that the in-plane 

conductivity of cloth GDLs increased by 45% at a 4 MPa compression and reached 50% at 8 

MPa. 

Despite the number of papers on the bulk resistivity of the GDL, most studies have been done 

under static compression, except for the work of D. Todd [53] and Qui D. [54] where cyclic 

compression was used. 

D. Todd et al. [53] measured the through-plane resistivity and both fibre and cross fibre 

alignment direction in-plane resistivities of a carbon paper GDL under cyclic compression. 

They noticed a decrease of all resistivities with compression, with the lowest in-plane resistivity 

measured in the direction of fibre alignment. They also observed a decrease in the through-

plane resistivity during cycling, while the in-plane resistivity increased. In [54], the electrical 

resistance of the 3 different structures (carbon cloth and straight / felt fibre papers) of GDL has 

been investigated under cyclic mechanical compression, and the through-plane resistance has 

been extracted using GDLs with different thicknesses. They found that felt structure was the 

most stable one. 

Regarding the electrical contact resistance between the GDL and the BPP, focus was also given 

to static compression. This electrical contact resistance was found to decrease with compression 

[19,39,40], [55-57]. Three main methods were used to determine the contact resistance. A 

subtraction method [56], [57] can be used by measuring the electrical resistance of two 

assemblies in such a way that the difference between the assemblies’ resistances gives the 

desired contact resistance. However, most studies that used this method neglected either the 

bulk resistance or its variation with compression. Another constraint is the difficulty of using 

this method with GDLs having non-identical sides such as one side MPL coated GDLs. The 

contact resistance can also be determined by a numerical or experimental estimation that can 

be achieved using results of the subtraction method. For instance, in [55], T. J. Mason et al. 
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estimated this contact resistance, by placing a GDL between 2 compressed BPPs and by 

measuring the resistance under compression, the entire resistance was attributed to the contact 

resistance. An estimation process can also be used to determine the variation of the through-

plane resistance of the GDL with compression, from its porosity such as in the work of M.S. 

Ismail et al. [40]. They concluded that compression reduces the contact resistance and that it is 

influenced by the GDL’s initial thickness in the presence of a gasket. They also denoted a better 

contact when the MPL is more loaded with PTFE. A numerical model can also be set to obtain 

the global contact resistance using experimental results with a flat graphite plate [58–60]. 

Finally, the use of the Transmission Line Method - TLM allows a direct experimental 

determination of the contact resistance of each side of the GDL. D. Ye et al. [15] employed a 

TLM method to measure the contact resistance under static compression and concluded no 

dependence on clamping pressure. S. El Oualid et al. [19] set up a TLM method to measure the 

contact resistance, that was found to decrease with compression non-linearly. 

Despite the numerous ways of determination of contact resistance under compression, just as 

in the case of bulk resistivity, most studies have been done under static compression, even if 

GDL have been preconditioned in some studies ([19], [55], [57].) Neither the real quantification 

of the effect of cyclic compression on the contact resistance of GDLs, nor the effect of structural 

parameters is available in literature. Only one study has used cyclic compression [55] when 

measuring contact resistance: they found a dependence of this resistance to the cycles of 

compression. However, the total resistance was estimated as the contact resistance. The 

relationship between the different structures and composition of GDL and the effect of the 

cycles of compression on the contact resistance is still not explored and to the knowledge of the 

authors, no study has determined the effect of cyclic compression on the electrical contact 

resistance measured by the TLM method. 
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In this paper, we determine the electrical contact resistance between the GDL and the BPP, 

using a TLM method under cyclic mechanical compression from 0 to 8 MPa. A quantification 

of the effect of the cycles of compression is given. In addition, the effect of PTFE, MPL, and 

different carbon paper GDL structures is analysed. In the next section, a brief explanation of 

the experimental method and data analysis is given. In the third section, mechanical aspects are 

treated followed by the analysis of the electrical contact resistance behaviour towards 

mechanical compression, the effect of structure and composition and the influence of cyclic 

compression on mechanical and electrical parameters. Before concluding this paper, the results 

are compared to the literature. 

 

2. Experimental procedure 

The electrical contact resistance (Rc) (and its specific value c) between the GDL and the BPP 

were evaluated under cyclic mechanical compression using an ex-situ testing method similar to 

the study of S. El Oualid et al. [19]. However, we employed a mechanical force and a contact 

area different from [19], and considered six types of GDL samples. The measurement of the 

contact resistance was carried out according to the Transmission Line Method (TLM); a brief 

explanation of the method is given in Section 2.3. 

 

2.1 Samples and sample holder 

Six different types of carbon paper GDL samples were used (Cf. Table 1). The SGL 24 BC is 

coated with a MPL at one side. Even though the MPL usually faces the CL, both the fibres 

substrate side and the MPL one were evaluated. 
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GDL type Thickness (µm) Structure and composition 

SGL 24 AA 190 +/-301 Straight carbon fibre paper. 

SGL 24 BA 190 +/-301 Straight carbon fibre paper with 5% PTFE 

(hydrophobic agent). 

SGL 24 BC 235 +/-301 Straight carbon fibre paper with 5% PTFE + MPL. 

Toray TGP H90 280 [61]  Graphitised straight carbon fibre paper. 

Toray TGP H120 370 [61]  Graphitised straight carbon fibre paper. 

Freudenberg 

H2315 I3 

210 [62] Felt Carbon fibre paper + hydrophobic agent. 

1 From SGL carbon company 

Table 1: GDL sample type. 

 

The samples were cut into two sheets, each with a width (W/2) of 2 mm and a length of 40 mm 

(Fig. 1 a). They were disposed at each side of the sample holder in order to guarantee some 

mechanical stability. This homemade sample holder was specifically designed to ensure the 

application of a homogenous mechanical compression on the samples, thanks to its ball device. 

The sample holder includes two gold coated metallic indenters with a width L of 1 mm, which 

is a typical size of BPP rib width. These indenters are in contact with the GDL samples on 4 

contact surfaces of W / 2 x L = 2 x 1 mm2 areas each, making a total contact area of 8 mm2. 

The GDL-indenter system is electrically insulated from the machine with two glass plates. The 

upper plate is designed in a way that allows the variation of the distance between the indenters 

d (d1 to d4) (Table 2), which is required to evaluate the contact resistance Rc using the TLM 

method (Fig. 1 b). This method is based on the fact that the total resistance Rt (between two 

metallic contacts and the GDL) is proportional to the distance between the two metallic contacts 

d.  
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Fig. 1: Graphic summarising the experimental procedure to estimate the electrical contact 

resistance between the GDL and the BPP under cyclic mechanical compression. a) 

Experimental set-up, b) Contact resistance (Rc) extraction. 
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2.2 The mechanical load 

A cyclic mechanical compression has been applied on the GDL samples using a Dynamic 

Mechanical Analysis machine - DMA type Metravib VA2000. GDLs were compressed by the 

indenters, i.e. the 4 compressed surfaces, which are the 4 contact surfaces forming a total 

compressed area of 8 mm2. The mechanical force ranged from 0 to 65 N (+/-0.2 N); in terms of 

applied stress: 0 - 8.25 MPa (+/-0.025 MPa). Five cycles of loading-unloading compression 

were applied with four levels of pressure as shown in Fig. 2. This cyclic loading has been 

applied three consecutive times for every distance d (i.e. d1, d2, d3, d4), on each GDL sample. 

 

 

Fig. 2: Applied mechanical load. 

 

2.3 Specific electrical contact resistance determination  

As mentioned earlier, the electrical contact resistance measurement method applied in this 

research is the TLM method, which is usually used to measure the electrical contact resistance 

between a metal and a semi-conductor. This method is based on the fact that the total resistance 

between two metallic contacts and the GDL (Rt) is proportional to the distance between the two 

metallic contacts (d) following Eq. 1: 
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𝑅𝑡 = 𝑅𝑠
𝑑

𝑊
+  2𝑅𝑐 = 𝑎. (𝑑) + 𝑏       (1) 

With: 

Rs: the sheet resistance (Ohm /  or Ohms per square). 

W: the width of the GDLs (mm). 

Rc: the contact resistance (Ohm). 

d: the distance between the metallic indenters (mm). 

 

The contact resistance Rc can be determined by varying the distance between the metallic 

indenters d in order to find the slope a and the offset b of the linear curve Rt = f(d). In this 

study, four values of d have been used as shown in Table 2. 

 

Distance name Length (mm) 

(+/-5%) 

d1 31.1 

d2 18.1 

d3 9.9 

d4 2.2 

 

Table 2: Distances between the two indenters. 

 

The slope a = Rs / W and the offset b = 2  Rc are then extracted using the least square method. 

The specific electrical contact resistance is obtained by multiplying the contact resistance by 

the specific area of one side of the contacts (Aeff): 

𝜌𝑐 = 𝑅𝑐. 𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓          (2) 

So that: 

𝜌𝑐 = 𝑅𝑐. 𝑊. 𝐿          (3) 

With: W . L = 4 mm². 
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For more details on the mathematical model of the TLM method, the reader is referred to [63–

68]. The electric circuit composition is similar to the circuit of [19]. The GDL-indenters set is 

included in an electrical circuit with a fixed voltage source and a witness resistance. Voltage 

and current are measured across the system and the total resistance Rt is evaluated as a function 

of compression for every distance d. The voltage generator is set to 6 V. (Fig. 1 a), as El Oualid 

S. et al. [19] has found that this value was more suitable for a linear relation between (Rt) and 

(d). The voltage and the current resolutions are 2 mV and 0.1 mA, respectively. Uncertainties 

of type B [69] were determined for the measured voltage U and current I, according to the user 

manual of the Oscilloscope used (Tektronix tds2002) with an accuracy of 3% of the measured 

values. Uncertainty on Rt was calculated according to error propagation laws applied to U and 

I. Uncertainty on Rc was extracted from the uncertainty on the offset (b) calculated according 

to the ordinary least-square methods, considering the highest uncertainty on Rt and neglecting 

the uncertainty on d.  

 

2.4 The data analysis process 

Experimental data were collected by an acquisition card. The same experimental process was 

followed for the seven sample types (including the MPL side of SGL 24 BC). First, the distance 

between indenters d was fixed, starting by the longest distance d1, so that the material between 

the indenters is always uncompressed and not damaged by previous compression. Then, an 

electromechanical test was done including the mechanical load depicted in Fig. 2, and the 

voltage of 6 V was applied to the circuit. The total resistance between the indenters Rt is 

measured, as well as the displacement of the GDL. The data was stored in one file 

corresponding to d1. Then, the same test was repeated twice again on the same sample and the 

data was stored in the same spreadsheet file (tests 1, 2 and 3). The same process was repeated 
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for the three other distances d and the data was recorded in three other files. The four files 

obtained are treated in order to obtain the contact resistance Rc and the total strain as a function 

of the applied stress. Every file consists of a number of data sequences. Each data sequence 

includes: measured force, target force, measured displacement, current intensity, voltage, and 

time. The number of data sequences in each file is reduced to 384 measurement points by using 

a simple moving average of the current intensity, the voltage and the displacement by step of 

1N of measured force. 

For every GDL, the four files of the measured resistances Rt for the four distances d are 

combined to calculate the contact resistance using the least square method and the average 

strain. E.g. the measurement point 5 corresponds to a loading compression of 0.5 MPa for the 

first cycle of compression, the contact resistance for this point of pressure is calculated using 

the 4 total resistances Rt (for d1, d2, d3, d4) at this point of compression using the least square 

method according to Eq. 1. The steps of the experimental process are depicted in Fig. 1. 

Figure 3 shows the relationship between Rt and d, for the SGL 24 AA. We can observe that the 

experimental points are quite linear with a regression coefficient of 96%. Accurate 

measurement of Rc involves a good alignment of the points formed by Rt=f(d) which requires 

a high regression coefficient. 
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Fig. 3: Real Rt = f(d) and least square line for SGL 24 AA, first test. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

The following section describes the mechanical and the electrical behaviour of the GDLs under 

cyclic mechanical compression, followed by a detailed discussion on the difference of electrical 

and mechanical parameters obtained by this cyclic compression. 

 

3.1 The mechanical behaviour of the GDLs 

For every GDL, the total strain was determined by calculating an average of the total 

displacements measured (d1, d2, d3 or d4). The average value is then divided by the initial 

thickness given in the material datasheet (Cf. Table 1). 

One source of uncertainty is the unstable initial position of the sample holder, as well as the 

inaccurate GDL initial thickness value due to the material structure of the GDL that is similar 
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to a fabric-structure. These two issues are the cause of displacement starting point related 

uncertainties. To limit these uncertainties, the initial position has always been set less than (+/-

10 µm) in terms of displacement with an initial force less than (+/- 0.2N). 

When comparing the thickness of Toray samples and the SGL 24 BC samples of this 

investigation with the study of A. El-Kharouf et al. [70] at the compression pressures of 0.5 and 

2.5 MPa, less than 12% difference was observed for the Toray and less than 24% for the SGL. 

This difference can be explained by the use of another type of compression load and other 

experimental variations. 

Figure 4 shows the mechanical stress-strain of every GDL for the first test. Three main levels 

of stiffness are observed for all GDLs. A stiffer group composed of the Freudenberg 

GDL and the MPL side of the SGL 24 BC, a medium group including the remaining 

GDLs apart from the SGL 24 AA, which composes alone the soft level and last group. 

For the Sigracet series, we can first notice that the SGL 24 BA is much stiffer than the SGL 24 

AA, as well as the SGL 24 BC. Two different stress-strain curves were obtained when 

compressing the SGL 24 BC from each side (the MPL side and the substrate one). For the Toray 

series, the samples belong to the medium level and the Toray H90 exhibits a stiffer behaviour. 
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Fig. 4: Stress-strain curves. 

 

3.1.1 Effect of PTFE 

The higher stiffness of the SGL 24 BA compared to the SGL 24 AA is the result of the 5 wt% 

of PTFE added to the 24 BA, which is the only distinction of composition between the two 

GDLs. The PTFE covers the carbon fibres and mechanically locks their movement making the 

substrate stiffer. 

 

3.1.2 Effect of the MPL 

The SGL 24 BC is originally a substrate of type SGL 24 BA covered with an MPL at one side. 

When compressing this SGL 24 BC from two different sides (the substrate side or Porous 

Transport Layer side - PTL and the MPL side), two different curves were obtained. We expect 

that the result of the deformation curves represents mainly the deformation of the upper 
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compressed layer with a slightly lower layer compression. It is noteworthy to mention that for 

the first loading cycle of compression from 0 to 0.7 MPa the two curves are quite similar. 

 

3.1.3 Effect of structure and fabrication process 

The materials from Toray have comparable mechanical stiffness curves with the SGL 24 BC 

PTL side and the SGL 24 BA, which are hydrophobic straight carbon fibre papers. The felt 

carbon paper of Freudenberg is stiffer compared to the straight carbon fibre structures. It has 

the same mechanical behaviour as the MPL side of the 24 BC. 

 

3.2 The specific electrical contact resistance 

As expected, the experiments described a non-linear decrease of the specific electrical contact 

resistance ρc with compression as shown in Fig. 5. A very rapid reduction of ρc from 0 to 3 

MPa can be observed, then a slower one from 3 to 8 MPa. For all the GDLs, more than 75% of 

the total reduction of ρc is obtained at 2.5 MPa. The applied stress improves the contact between 

the GDL and the indenters by increasing the contact surface. It also decreases the porosity of 

the GDL, making carbon fibres that conduct electrons closer to each other. 

At first glance, the Toray GDLs manifested a small specific electrical contact resistance ρc (4-

20 mOhm.cm2), SGL GDLs a higher one (4-65 mOhm.cm2), while the Freudenberg had a 

medium contact resistance (8-32 mOhm.cm2) (Fig. 5 a)). In the SGL group, the PTL side of the 

24 BC shows the highest resistance (27-65 mOhm.cm2) while its MPL side displays the lowest 

one (4-23 mOhm.cm2). The SGL 24 BA has a higher resistance compared to the SGL 24 AA 

as shown in Fig. 5 b). For the Toray Series, the Toray H120 has a comparable resistance with 

the H90. Some scattered points can be observed when pressure is lower than 1.25 MPa, even 

after 2 previous tests reaching 8MPa as depicted in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5: a) Electrical contact resistance as a function of the applied stress for the third test. b) 

Electrical contact resistance at 1.5 and 2.5 MPa 

 

3.2.1 Effect of PTFE loading 

Analogously to the mechanical behaviour, the fact that the SGL 24 BA has a higher electrical 

contact resistance compared to the SGL 24 AA is ascribed to the PTFE which is added to the 
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reference 24 BA (5 wt%). The PTFE is a non-conductive material that can cover some of the 

contact surfaces with the indenters. However, more importantly, it increases the mechanical 

resistance limiting the compression rate of the GDL, which will limit the decrease of the contact 

resistance attributed to the larger contact area enhanced by compression. This can explain the 

visible increase of the gap between the resistance of the 24 AA and the 24 BA with compression 

(from 0 to 1 MPa) that is observed in Fig. 5 a). 

 

3.2.2 Effect of the MPL 

With its smooth surface, the MPL of the SGL 24 BC improves the contact with the indenters, 

which decreases the contact resistance of the MPL side. The SGL 24 BC PTL side, which 

originally has the same structure and composition of the SGL 24 BA, exhibited a higher contact 

resistance compared to the SGL 24 BA’s one. Because the contact resistance measured also 

includes the contact resistance between the MPL and PTL side of the GDL that should also be 

taken into consideration when analysing Ohmic resistances. We expect that the measurement 

of Rc at the PTL side of 24 BC contains also the contact resistance between the PTL and the 

MPL interface. This is not the case when ρc is measured at the MPL side because the MPL bulk 

resistance might be much lower than the MPL substrate contact resistance and the PTL bulk 

resistance. Therefore, the current flows only from the first indenter through the MPL layer, then 

get back to the second indenter without passing through the lower layer (PTL side, i.e. 

macroporous layer side), in the case of the MPL side measurement. 

 

3.2.3 Effect of structure and composition 

The felt carbon paper exhibited a resistance between the resistances of SGL straight carbon 

paper 24 AA and 24 BA and the smallest resistances were measured for the graphitised straight 
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carbon papers of Toray. Graphitised and felt structure are also showing smaller uncertainty 

values compared to the straight paper GDLs as shown in table 3.  

 

GDL 24 AA 24 BA  24 BC  24 BC 

MPL 

H90 H120  H2315 

I3 

Uncertainty 

on ρc 

(mOhm.cm2) 

Minimum  3,52 3,61 4,18 3,56 0,71 0,51 1,97 

Maximum 3,68 3,92 4,99 4,33 1,23 0,74 2,25 

Average  3,54 3,68 4,54 3,79 0,81 0,53 2,05 

Average relative 

uncertainty (%) 41,89  29,62 13,84 55,52 18,16 11,47  17,29 

Table 3: Uncertainty of the contact resistance (3rd test). 

 

3.3 Effect of the cycles of compression 

3.3.1 Effect on the contact resistance ρc 

While measuring the electrical contact resistance, the GDLs were compressed from 0 to 8.25 

MPa. They were subjected to 5 cycles of loading-unloading mechanical compression upon four 

levels of compression (0-1.25 MPa, 2.5-3.75 MPa, 5-6.25 MPa, and 7.5-8.25 MPa) (Fig. 2). 

The effect of the cycles of compression has been evaluated with two methods by calculating an 

absolute value and a relative one. The absolute difference of contact resistance ρc between the 

cycles Cρc has been evaluated by determining the average of the absolute value of the difference 

between ρc at the loading of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th cycle and ρc at the loading of the 1st cycle 

(Cf. Eq 4). The rate of this difference RCρc was extracted by dividing it by the value of ρc at 

the 1st cycle (Cf. Eq 5). The effect of the cyclic compression on the mechanical properties has 

been evaluated in the same way, using the strain instead of ρc. One pressure value has been 

chosen for every compression level: 1, 3, 6, and 8 MPa. Standard deviation has been evaluated 

for absolute values. 
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𝐶𝜌𝑐 =
∑ (𝜌𝑐1−𝜌𝑐𝑖)5

𝑖=1

4
         (4) 

𝑅𝐶𝜌𝑐 =
𝐶𝜌𝑐

𝜌𝑐1
x100%         (5) 

With: 

𝐶𝜌c: Contact resistance absolute difference between cycles (mOhm.cm2). 

𝑅𝐶𝜌c: Contact resistance relative difference between cycles (%). 

𝜌𝑐𝑖: Specific electrical contact resistance at cycle i (mOhm.cm2). 

 

The electrical contact resistance is globally affected by the number of cycles of compression. 

As expected, we observe a general trend of decrease of the difference between cycles (Cρc and 

RCρc) with compression for all GDLs, as well as the difference for strain values. The difference 

between cycles for compression values of 1 and 3 MPa is much higher than for values of 6 and 

8 MPa (Fig. 6). This decrease is higher in absolute values Cρc and less evident in relative values 

RCρc because the contact resistance itself decreases with compression (Fig. 6). Values of Cρc 

depicted a maximum mean value of 8.9 mOhm.cm2 for the SGL 24 BC substrate sample. 
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Fig. 6: The difference of Contact resistance between cycles as a function of compression 

pressure: the relative difference 𝑅𝐶𝜌c at low pressure and b) at high pressure. The absolute 

difference 𝐶𝜌c c) at low pressure and d) at high pressure. 

 

When analysing the absolute values at 1 and 3 MPa (Fig. 6 c)) the Toray H120 manifested a 

low difference between cycles followed by the Freudenberg H2315 I3, while the highest ones 

were presented by the GDL 24 BC substrate side (PTL) followed by its MPL side. We can 

imagine that the Toray graphitised structure is the least sensitive to the mechanical cyclic issues. 

Yet, when observing the relative values, this H120 had to some degree higher difference rates. 

This is explained by the fact that its contact resistance is so low compared to other GDLs that 

even values of less than 1.2 mOhm.cm2 give relative differences RCρc of about 48%. The 

Freudenberg, on the other hand, had the lowest difference rate RCρc (Fig. 6 a) and b)), which 

is attributed to its 3D felt structure being less sensitive to cyclic effects compared to the 2D 

straight carbon fibre structures. Observing the mechanical properties regarding the difference 

between cycles, it is visible that, for absolute and relative difference of strain, the Freudenberg 
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H2315 I3 had the lowest value as well (Fig. 7), which confirms that its structure is the least 

sensitive to cyclic compression and therefore its ρc as well. Qiu D. et al. [54] also concluded 

that the felt carbon structure had the highest stability in terms of electrical resistance and 

microstructure after applying cyclic and steady loads. We also notice that the 24 BC GDL is 

mechanically the most sensitive GDL to strain difference between cycles just as it is in terms 

of Cρc. 

 

 

Fig. 7: Strain difference between cycles for 1, 3, 6 and 8 MPa. 

 

3.3.2 Effect of PTFE 

The difference between cycles Cc of the 24 BA increased unexpectedly compared to the 24 

AA. It appears that the PTFE increases the electrical sensitivity to cyclic compression. This is 
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not explained by the mechanical difference between cycles, which decreased with PTFE. The 

increase of the Cc may be attributed to the PTFE deterioration with cycles. 

 

3.3.3 Effect of MPL loading 

The 24 BC GDL substrate, which has originally the same structure as the 24 BA, exhibited a 

higher absolute and relative difference Cc and RCc. The MPL side of the 24 BC also showed 

a higher RCc at low pressure. Adding a MPL increased the difference between cycles of the 

GDL substrate side, electrically and mechanically. 

 

3.3.4 Effect of the thickness 

The thick Toray sample H120 has a lower difference between cycles at low pressure in 

adequation to its mechanical behaviour and a higher Cc compared to the thin H90 at the high 

pressure of 6MPa, in contrast to the strain difference between cycles of the Toray H90 which 

is higher than the one of Toray H120,  

 

3.3.5 Effect of the three tests of mechanical compression 

The mean electrical contact resistance is almost constant over the three consecutive 

compression tests for all the GDL types with a trend of a slight decrease of ρc along the tests 

for the SGL GDLs (Fig. 8) and a little increase of ρc for the other GDLs. The 𝐶𝜌𝑐 tends 

generally to diminish with the tests. 
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Fig. 8: Electrical contact resistance as a function of the applied stress for the three tests 

performed with SGL 24 AA. 

 

3.3.6. Effect of cyclic compression on the FC efficiency 

For a cell with an Ohmic resistance of 150 mOhm.cm2, and a compression pressure of 1 MPa 

applied on a GDL, the variation of the BPP-GDL contact resistance due to the cycles of 

compression depending on the GDL type ranges from 1 to 8 mOhm.cm2, and will contribute by 

1.33 to 10.66 % to the total Ohmic losses. For a cell of 200 cm2 at a current of 1 A/cm2 and a 

cell voltage of 0.5V, this will impact the produced power by 0.4 to 3.2 W (i.e. about 0.4%-3.2% 

of the total electrical power produced by the cell). This amount (of the energy delivered by the 

cell) can be considered as significant in the context of a widespread deployment of FC 

technologies and regarding the total energy losses of the FC generator fleet. 

 

3.4 Comparison with literature values 

Table 3 is a summary of some results found in literature, from studies that considered the same 

GDLs and measured the electrical contact resistance between the GDL and the BPP under 
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mechanical compression. Most values are selected for compression stresses of 1.5 MPa and 2.5 

MPa in order to compare between different studies. 

In these works, different methods of measurement are used. The electrical contact resistance 

are measured by the TLM method [15,19], (and this study), a subtraction method [56], [57] or 

estimated [55]. In some studies, the GDLs are pre-conditioned or cyclic compression is applied 

[19], [55], [57], (and this study). BPPs or gold covered electrodes are employed [19], [56], [57], 

(and this study). 

We compared the contact resistance measured in the first cycle of the third test for the GDLs 

used in this study, in order to take into account the previous cyclic compression. For the Toray 

H120, the contact resistance decreased in this study from 5.64 mOhm.cm2 at 1.5 MPa to 4.79 

mOhm.cm2 MPa at 2.5 MPa (Table 3). T. J. Mason et al. [55] estimated that it decreases from 

14 mOhm.cm2 to 9.9 mOhm.cm2; this difference can be attributed to the fact that their 

measurement value included the bulk resistance of the GDL and because of the use of a 5 % 

PTFE treated H120 sample. In addition, BPPs were not gold coated. In a subtraction method 

used by A. El-kharouf [57], this resistance was found equal to 4.6 mOhm.cm2 at 1.5 MPa and 

decreased to 3.23 mOhm.cm2 at 2.5 MPa. D. Ye et al. [15] found a resistance of 12-13 

mOhm.cm2 that did not change much with compression; they used a TLM method with copper 

indenters and a Toray H120 with 20 wt% of PTFE. This higher resistance can be due to the 

copper electrodes and because of the presence of PTFE. This may also be the reason why there 

was no notable change with compression as the PTFE is known to increase the stiffness of 

GDLs.
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 1 

GDL  

studied 

Compression pressure Vs ρc Method of measurement or estimation (in literature) Ref. 

σ (MPa) ρc (mOhm.cm2) 

Toray 

H120 

(5wt% 

PTFE) 

1.4  

 

1st : 15 (loading) / 12 (unloading) 

7th : 17 

A GDL was put between two BPPs (graphite) and the set was compressed (CCU). Then, 

the resistance between the two BPPs was measured. The measured value was considered 

as the contact resistance because of the small values of the GDL and BPP bulk resistances. 

The effect of the numbers of cycles of compression was studied by unloading back to 0.2 

MPa for every pressure value (from 0.2 to 2.5 MPa) (14 cycles). 

The active area: 6.2 cm2. 

The rib area (compressed area): 3.3 cm2. 

[55]  

(Average 

value + cyclic 

compression) 

1.6 1st: 13 (loading) / 10 (unloading) 

8th: 18 

1.5: 

mean 

1st: 14 (loading) / 11 (unloading) 

8th: 17.5 

2.5 1st: 9.9 

14th: 13.5 

SGL 24 

BA 

1.4 1st: 11.7 

1.6 1st:10.6 

1.5: 

mean 

1st: 11.2 

2.5 1st: 7.9 

Toray 

H90  

1.4 0.9: Au and Ni coating 1. A GDL was put between 2 compressed copper electrodes and the resistance RGDL was 

measured. 

2. A BPP (stainless steel SS316L) was put between 2 GDLs that were between 2 

compressed cupper electrodes and the resistance Rall was measured. 

[56] 

(Subtraction 

method + 

gold coating) 

1.6 0.8: Au and Ni coating 

1.5: 

mean 

0.85:  Au and Ni coating 

1.7: Au coating  
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2.4 0.76: Au and Ni coating 3. The specific electrical contact resistance between the GDL and BPP was calculated: 

Rcr = S1.(Rall-2Rgdl) / 2 

The BPPs were covered by gold with different thicknesses; in some samples an 

intermediate layer of 100 nm of Ni was added before gold coating. 

No GDL compression preconditioning has been done. 

The active electrode area: 3.14cm2 (electrode diameter: d = 2 cm). 

2.6 0.70: Au and Ni coating 

2.5: 

mean  

0.73 : Au and Ni coating 

1.4: Au coating 

1.5 

2.5 

4 

100 (without any coating) 

50 (without any coating) 

44 (without any coating) 

Toray 

H120 (+ 

PTFE) 

1.5 4.60 1. A GDL was put between 2 compressed graphite BPPs which were placed between 2 

stainless steel gold covered electrodes and the resistance Rmeasured was measured. 

2. A BPP was put between the 2 compressed stainless steel gold covered electrodes and 

the resistance RBPP,measured was measured. 

3. The GDL and BPP through plane resistances were neglected and the contact resistance 

between the GDL and the BPP was calculated as: Rc = (Rmeasured - RBPP,measured) / 2. 

The GDLs were preconditioned by applying a 3 MPa pressure 3 times. 

The area of samples: 4 cm2. 

[57] 

(subtraction 

+ gold coated 

electrodes + 

pre-

conditioning 

of GDL) 

2.5 3.23 

Toray 

H90 (+ 

PTFE) 

1.5 3.64 

2.5 2.77 

SGL 24 

BA 

1.5 2.69 

2.5 1.76 

Toray 

H120 (20 

wt% 

PTFE) 

0.8 12.8 - The TLM method was used to find the contact resistance by measuring the voltage 

between several copper pads with different distances. 

- The inhomogeneous compression was modelled by using different sizes of channels / 

ribs and blocks. 

- Compression pressure (deduced from GDL thickness): 0.27 MPa - 2.16 MPa. 

[15] 

(TLM + 

Copper 

indenters) 

0.27-

2.16 

13 (no much difference)  

1.5 28 - The TLM method was used to measure the electrical contact resistance of GDLs. [19] 
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Table 4: The electrical contact resistance measured with different methods described in the literature and in this study.2 

SGL 24 

AA 

2.5 25 - Gold-coated indenters were employed. 

- A Dynamic Mechanical Analysis machine-DMA was used to apply a mechanical 

excitation (static compression force of (-10 to -60 N) on a surface of 6 mm2). 

- The GDLs have been preconditioned by 7 cycles of compression before starting. 

- The compressed area: 6 mm2. 

(TLM + Gold 

covered 

indenters+ 

Pre-

conditioning 

of GDLs) 

SGL 24 

BA 

1.5 32.5 

2.5 29 

SGL 24 

BC PTL  

1.5 27.5 

2.5 26 

SGL 24 

BC MPL 

1.5 15 

2.5 14 

SGL 24 

AA 

1.5   9.59 This study: 

- The TLM method was used to determine the electrical contact resistance (gold-coated 

indenters were used). 

- A Dynamic Mechanical Analyser was used to apply the mechanical excitation (5 cycles 

of compression force of 0 to -65 N). 

- Every Sample was tested 3 times. The values are selected for the 1st loading cycle of the 

3rd test. 

- The compressed area: 8mm2. 

This study: 

(TLM + gold 

covered 

indenters +  

cyclic 

compression) 

2.5  8.94 

SGL 24 

BA 

1.5  13.93 

2.5  12.94 

SGL 24 

BC PTL  

1.5  36.90 

2.5  31.78 

SGL 24 

BC MPL  

1.5  9.31 

2.5 7.80 

Toray 

H90 

1.5  5.49 

2.5  5.15 

Toray 

H120 

1.5  5.64 

2.5  4.79 
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According to the different studies that employed the Toray H90, the contact resistance at these 3 

pressure levels is in the range of 1-10 mOhm.cm2, with the common characteristics of 4 

decreasing with compression. However, when A. Miyazawa et al. [56] used no gold coating, it 5 

ranged from 50 to 100 mOhm.cm2. 6 

The SGL24 BA's contact resistance ranges from 2 to 35 mOhm.cm2.  7 

 8 

It is then clear that the contact resistance measured is dependent on the measurement apparatus 9 

and specifically on the electrode used. However, almost all studies found that the contact 10 

resistance decreases with compression. Methods with gold coating gave relatively lower 11 

electrical resistance values compared to those with bare stainless steel or copper surfaces and 12 

the subtraction method gave a lower contact resistance compared to the TLM. 13 

 14 

4. Conclusion 15 

In order to study the effect of the variability of the mechanical stress exerted on a GDL inside 16 

a PEMFC, a cyclic mechanical compression was applied on a variety of carbon paper GDLs 17 

while measuring their specific electrical contact resistance with the BPP using the TLM method. 18 

The influence of the GDL structure and composition was analysed. The experiments describe a 19 

non-linear decrease of the electrical contact resistance with compression, a very rapid reduction 20 

from 0 to 3 MPa, then a slower one from 3 to 8 MPa. A pressure of 2.5 MPa exerted on GDLs 21 

should be sufficient to insure an acceptable range of contact resistance inside a PEMFC. 22 

Besides, this contact resistance is affected by the cycles of compression. The difference between 23 

cycles of the contact resistance and the strain tends, however, to decrease with higher 24 

compression values. Furthermore, it is notable that the mean electrical contact resistance is 25 

almost constant over the three consecutive mechanical tests for all GDLs and that generally, the 26 

electrical difference between cycles tends to decrease along the tests. 27 
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Regarding the impact of composition and structure, in terms of electrical contact resistance, 28 

graphitised GDLs displayed the smallest contact resistance followed by MPL covered GDLs 29 

(MPL side) then felt and straight fibre paper GDLs. In terms of stiffness, the felt carbon 30 

structure and the MPL side of the SGL 24 BC, exhibited, again closely, the highest rigidity. 31 

Besides, it is noteworthy that the PTFE increased the mechanical stiffness of the GDL, 32 

increasing with that the contact resistance. Finally, PTFE treated GDLs and graphitised 33 

structures were stiffer than the simple untreated GDLs. In terms of the difference between the 34 

cycles of compression, the felt GDL structure was denoted as the least sensitive to cyclic 35 

compression and the double layer GDL 24 BC as the most affected. The mechanical difference 36 

between cycles explains a substantial part of the electrical one, such as the felt structure and the 37 

double layer’s behaviours but it is still not sufficient to explain all the impacts of GDL 38 

composition. For example, the PTFE increased the electrical difference between cycles and 39 

decreased the mechanical one. 40 

This work has been conducted under room temperature and humidity conditions. A possible 41 

extension to this study is to conduct the measurements inside an environmental chamber 42 

applying FC humidity and temperature conditions. The contact resistivities measured in this 43 

research can also be used in numerical models to evaluate the global contact resistance and the 44 

Ohmic losses regarding the pressure distribution on GDLs. 45 

 46 

 47 

 48 

 49 

 50 
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